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SPANISH CASTLES BY THE RHINE.
A Triptychal Yarn. By Daviu S. Foster.

OUT OF BOUNDS.
By A. Gakky.

A MAN AND HIS WOMANKIND.
A novel. By Nora Vynn^.

SIR QUIXOTE OF THE MOORS.
A Scotch Romance. By John BuchAN.

LADY BONNIE'S EXPERIMENT.
A quaint pastoral. By Tighe Hopkins.

THE WHITE HECATOMB.
Tales of the Transvaal. By Wm. Chas. Scully.

KAFIR STORIES.
Tales of adventure. By Wm. Chas. Scully.

THE MASTER-KNOT
And " Another Story." By Conover Duff.

THE TIME MACHINE. iid Editiori.')

The Story of an Invention. By H. G. Wells,
THE PRISONER OF ZENDA. (36//^ Ed?)
By Anthony Hope. A stirring romance.

THE INDISCRETION OF THE DUCHESS
By Anthony Hope. (j.xth Edition.')

TENEMENT TALES OF NEW YORK.
By J. W. Sullivan.

SLUM STORIES OF LONDON.
(^Neighbors of Ours?) By H. W. Nevinson.

THE WAYS OF YALE, i^th Edition.-)
Sketches, mainly humorous. By H. A. BeBRS.

A SUBURBAN PASTORAL, i^th Edition:)
American Stories. By Henky A. Beers.

JACK O'DOON. iid Edition.)
An American novel. By Maria Beale,

QUAKER IDYLS. (5M Edition.)
By Mrs. S. M. H. Gardner.

A MAN OF MARK, iqth Edition?)
A South American tale. By Anthony Hops.

SPORT ROYAL. (4M Edition?)
And Other Stones. By Anthony Hope.

THE DOLLY DIALOGUES, {sith Edition:^
By Anthony Hope.

A CHANGE OF AIR. (9M Edition?)
By Anthony Hope. With portrait.

JOHN INGERFIELD. (6M Edition?^
A love tragedy. By Jerome K. Jerome.

HENRY HOLT & CO., New York.

H.G.Wells,TheTimeMachine: An Invention (New York: Henry Holt, 1895), ii.
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TEXT-B00K OF BIOLOGY.

H. G. YELLs, B.Sc. LOND., F.Z.S.,
LECTURER IN BIOLOGYAT UNIVERSITY TUTORIAL CoI.LEGE.

WITH AN INTRODUCTION
BY -\

G. B. HOWES, F.L.S., F.Z.S.,
ASSISTANTPROFESSOROF ZooLOGY,ROYAL COLLEGEOF SCIENCE,LONDON.
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No method of studying—more especially when the objects of study are tangi-
ble things—can rival that prosecuted under the direction and in the constant
presence of a teacher who has also a living and vivid knowledge of the matter
which he handles with the student. In the ideal world there is a plentiful supply
of such teachers, and easy access to their teaching, but in this real world only a
favoured few enjoy these advantages. Through causes that cannot be discussed
here, a vast number of solitary workers are scattered through the country, to
whom sustained help in this form is impossible, or possible only in days stolen
fromaneeded vacation; and to such students especially does this book appeal, as
well as to those more fortunate learners who are within reach of orderly instruc-
tion, but anxious to save their teachers’ patience and their own time by some
preliminary work.
Ibid., preface, vii.

250 PUNCH. OR THE LONDON CH\RIVARf. [November 25, 1893.

Ctu'omer.
Tailor. '

A NEW ADJECTIVE.
"You'll find I measure a. bit more bound the waist than I did last time tou took my measure."
'Ah, well, Sib, if I mat be allowed to sat so, tou ark a tbifle mors —ah—more Lobmoulovs THAN

1,000,000 A.D.
f"The descendantsofmanwill nouriih themselvesby immersionin nutritive

fluid. They will hare enormous brains, liquid, soulful eyes, and large hands,
on which they will hop. No craggy nose will they have, no vestigial ears;
their mouths will be a small, perfectly round aperture, unanimal, like the
evening star. Their whole muscular systemwill beshrivelled to nothing, a
dangling pendant to their minds." —Fall Mall Gazette,abridged.]

What, amillion years henoe,
will become of the Oenut

Humanum, is truly a
question vexed ;

At that epoch, however, one
prophet has seen us
Resemble the sketch
annexed.

For as Man undergoes
Evolution ruthless.

His skull will grow "dome
like, bald, terete " ;

And his mouth will be jawless, gumless, toothless-
No more will he drink or eat I

He will soak in a crystalline bath of pepsine,
(So Robert will then have survived, to wait,)

And he '11hop on his hands as his food he steps in —
A quasi-cherubic gait !

No longer the land or (he sea he'll furrow ;
The world will be withered, ice-cold, dead

As the chill of Eternity grows, he '11burrow
Far down underground instead.

If the Pall Mall Gazette has thus been giving
A forecast correct of this change immense.

Our stars we may thank, then, that toe shan't be living
A million years from henoe 1

One Down t'other Come On.—King Lrg is a most useful sub
stitute when King Coal his temporarily abdicated.

ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
EXTRACTED FROM THE DIARY OF TOBT, M.P.

House of Commons, Monday, November 13.—Tomlinson has for
some time observed with deepening disfavour his position in Hause
as affected by, and compared with, that of his friend and companion
dear, Tomasso Bowles. Tommy, to drop into the affectionate
diminutive, is a mere child compared with him. He is but the
birth of the last General Election ; whilst for thirteen years this
very month Tomlinson has presented at Westminster Preston's
idea of the highest form of culture and intelligence.
Employers' Liability Bill offered opportunity for coming to front,

not that either as Employer or Employed Tomlinson has any special
knowledge on subject. But he sees as clearly into its bearings as he
does through the average Lancashire stone wall. Awake at nights
drafting new Clauses that should baffle AsauiTH and make the Squibs
of Malwood sit up. Looked most imposing on paper. Thought at one
time of posting copy to every elector of Preston, so that he might
see what a power in Senate is the borough Member. Wouldn't cost
si much since, posted at House of Commons in official wrapper,
they might go free. Still there would be remarks made if Tomlin
son drove into Palace Yard enthroned on top of waggon containing
15,959 addressed copies of Amendments to Employers' Liability Bill.
Gave up idea. Electors must buy the papers where, in
Parliamentary reports, they would read voluminous digests of his
speeches.
Began soon after House took up Bill this afternoon. First group

of Amendments covered folio page of print. Read admirably ; if it
had not been usual fcr Member in charge of new Clause to explain
to House its object and effect in operation success would nave
been assured. Here's where Tomlinson came to grief ; talked for
some time ; House listened at first, honestly intent upon considering
project, whatever it might be. Effect of Tomlxnson's speech not
elucidatory. The more he talked the more hopeless the muddle.
When he sat down anguished listeners not quite sure whether he
had (I) moved the Clause, (2) proposed to withdraw it, or (3) suggested
that a more convenient place for insertion would be found later on.
Fortunately new Clause in print among Amendments. That
Asquith: should decline to have anything to do with it natural
enough. Saddest of all befel when from his own side of House
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